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Abstract: We report a high-resistivity silicon (HR-Si) prism coupled terahertz (THz) spoof
surface plasmon polaritons (SSPPs) on flat subwavelength metasurface. Using a high refractive
index prism as an external coupler, a more tightly confined SSPPs mode can be excited in a
smaller resonant cavity, leading to strong light-matter interaction. Besides, theoretical analysis
and experimental results have both indicated that the SSPPs resonance response to the filling
patterns of analyte in the resonant cavity are quite different. In particular, we have found that the
interaction between analyte and SSPPs wave can be maximized when the analyte filled with the
whole resonant cavity and a higher sensitivity for THz sensing can be obtained. A high sensitivity
varied from 0.31 THz/RIU to 0.85 THz/RIU is predicted. Furthermore, these SSPPs modes
exhibit high Q-factor, and characteristic spectra of water caused by surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) are observed, which is significant in promoting the THz-SPR sensing of polar liquids or
aqueous analytes with THz metasurfaces.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Terahertz (THz) radiation, between microwave and infrared (0.1 THz-10 THz), is known as
“terahertz gap” [1,2]. Over the past 20 years, THz technology is developed unprecedentedly with
the development of ultrafast laser, which has attractive advantages and broad prospects in biology,
chemistry, physics, and astronomy [3–6]. THz technology is considered highly appealing for
sensing applications, particularly in biosensing [7] and security [8] due to the peculiar properties
of absolutely non-ionizing and broadband molecular “fingerprint” spectra of THz radiation [9,10].
However, the broad use of THz technology in THz sensing is greatly impeded by the scarcity of
high average power THz source that resulting in weak interactions between it and analytes [11].
Fortunately, THz metasurfaces has attracted considerable attentions and became a hot study
field in THz sensing for its ability to generate strongly confined electromagnetic field to enhance
light-matter interactions and form sharp spectral features resulted from surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) [12]. Consequently, a series of researches have been conducted on THz sensing using planar
THz metasurfaces with structured metallic surfaces, such as slant crosses [13], complementary
crosses [14], asymmetric split ring [15], U-shaped split ring [7], C-shaped split ring [16] and
subwavelength grooves [17,18], and gain a lot of valuable research results. However, when it
comes to sensing polar liquids or aqueous analytes, the energy of THz electromagnetic field is
weakened severely owing to strong absorption in transmission mode [19]. Thus, the transmission
measurements of metasurfaces are often limited to the detection of minute quantities of analytes
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with lower losses. That is the main limitation for the widespread application of THz-SPR
technology in sensing, especially in biosensing near physiological conditions containing aqueous
solutions. Although THz spectroscopy combines the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technology
exhibits ultrahigh sensitivity to small changes in the dielectric environment [20,21], its sensitivity
can be drastically reduced in the case that analyte is placed outside the main resonance cavity
where severe field intensity attenuation occurs [22]. Thus, the excitation of tightly confined spoof
surface plasmon polaritons (SSPPs) [23] modes with improved spatial overlap with the analyte
has become the key point of research.
In this work, a high resistivity silicon (HR-Si) prism coupled terahertz metasurface sensor
is proposed and experimentally demonstrated. Firstly, the dielectric response of silicon wafers
with different resistivity were investigated by transmission measurement with THz time-domain
spectroscopy (THz-TDS). The high transmissibility and refractive index of HR-Si material in THz
regime make it become a leading option for the fabrication of the key component of an attenuated
total reflection (ATR) [24] setup, i.e., THz prism. Compared to low refractive index prism, a
more tightly confined SSPPs mode can be excited in a smaller resonant cavity resulting in strong
light-matter interaction as larger wavevector can be matched with high refractive index HR-Si
prism. Secondly, a deep study of the SSPPs resonance response to the filling patterns of analyte
in the resonant cavity between coupling gap and grooves was conducted through experiments and
dispersion curves analysis. A significant improvement of the sensitivity is obtained because the
interaction between analyte and SSPPs wave can be maximized when the analyte filled with the
whole resonant cavity. Meanwhile, our experimental results also show that the strong absorption
of terahertz radiation by water can be alleviate effectively and sharp spectral features of water
caused by the SPR are observed from the obtained THz spectra that cannot be accessed directly
by common transmission technique [25,26]. The proposed THz metasurface integrated HR-Si
prism device provide the possibility for developing more reliable detection of polar liquids or
aqueous solutions.
2. Device design and physical mechanism
The schematic diagram of the SSPPs excitation on subwavelength metasurface with the HR-Si
prism based Otto configuration [27] is shown in Fig. 1(a). Our metallic metasurface consists of
one-dimensional (1D) array of subwavelength trapezoidal grooves with operating frequency range
between 0.2 and 1 THz. The trapezoidal grooves decorated metallic metasurface is fabricated via
a multistep process. Firstly, a thickness of approximately 2 µm of AZ 5214E positive photoresist
layer was coated onto a 500 µm thick silicon wafer via spin coating process (spun at 2000 rpm for
30 s followed by a soft bake at 100℃ for 60 s). Secondly, the photoresist is exposed to UV light
via a pre-fabricated photomask in a mask aligner (Karl Suss, MA6/BA6) and developed with AZ
400K developer to reveal the etched mask of groove array. After that, the trapezoidal groove
array (with a varying groove width with the depth of the grooves), with an overall area of 20 mm
× 35 mm, was patterned on the Si substrate via conventional deep reactive ion etching (DRIE)
using Bosch process with a chamber pressure of 10 mTorr, an radio frequency of 13.56 MHz, and
a gas flow rate of 450 sccm. Finally, a 600 nm thick layer of gold is sputtered onto the corrugated
silicon wafer to give the final metallic metasurface. Due to the gold film is much thicker than its
skin depth in THz regime (approximately 80 nm at 1 THz), the fabricated metasurface closely
resembles a decorated perfect electrical conductor surface. The gold film and structured Si
substrate are depicted as the yellow and gray regions in Fig. 1(a), respectively. The unit cell of
the final trapezoidal groove array has a period of p= 60 µm, top width of wt = 31 µm, bottom
width of wb = 21 µm, and depth of h= 90 µm (which measured by a film-thickness meter because
of their larger depths), as shown in Fig. 1(b). Compared with the reported 2D metamaterials
[13–16,28–30], this corrugated metallic structure supports highly confined TM-polarized SSPPs
modes which is easier to be tailored by properly designing the geometry because of its simple 1D
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structure [31,32]. To excite the SSPPs wave, an evanescent wave was created by the total internal
reflection of an incident TM-polarized THz wave at the bottom of the HR-Si (ρSi = 10k Ohm·cm)
prism. Once the SSPPs wave is excited, their electrical field is confined around the corrugated
metallic surface, which exhibits ultrahigh sensitivity to small changes of the analytes that filled
in the resonant cavity between the prism base and the metasurface. Finally, the reflected THz
wave was detected to record the electromagnetic response of the hybrid structure as depicted in
Fig. 1(a).
Fig. 1. (a) Exciting SSPPs on subwavelength trapezoidal grooves metasurface with the
HR-Si prism based Otto configuration; (b) Optical microscopy image of the fabricated
metasurface with a period of p= 60 µm, top width of wt = 31 µm, bottom width of wb = 21
µm and depth of h= 90 µm.
Prior to the processing of HR-Si prism, the transmission measurements of three different
resistivity silicon wafers: ρSi < 0.005 Ohm·cm, ρSi = 2-4 Ohm·cm, and ρSi = 10k Ohm·cm, were
performed by THz-TDS for the examination of material properties of Si in the THz regime. Note
that these experiments were performed in a nitrogen-purged chamber with relative humidity
less than 5% to avoid water vapor absorption of terahertz. Repeated measurements made
with micrometer give their thicknesses of 0.530 mm, 0.435 mm, and 0.497 mm, respectively.
Compared with the reference Eref(t) (without sample), all of the time-domain waveforms Esam(t)
(Typically, only the first reflected pulse retained and the rest of the waveform is windowed out)
are reshaped, attenuated, and time shifted as shown in Fig. 2(a). Remarkably, the terahertz
signal is completely attenuated after passed through the silicon wafer with ρSi < 0.005 Ohm·cm.
Furthermore, the electric field of transmitted THz wave increases greatly as ρSi increases. The
time-domain waveform of the silicon wafer with ρSi = 10k Ohm·cm is similar to the reference
Eref(t), which means that HR-Si has low losses in THz regime. The transmittance of the sample
can be calculated using the following formulas:
Esam(ω)/Eref(ω) = Aeiφ , (1)
T (ω) = |A(ω)|2, (2)
where Esam(ω) and Eref(ω) denote sample and reference frequency-domain amplitude spectra
respectively, which are obtained by fast Fourier transform (FFT). Although part of the energy
is reflected [33], the HR-Si maintaining 47-52% transmission from 0.2 THz to 1 THz that
significantly higher than the low-resistivity silicon (LR-Si) as shown in the transmission spectra
of Fig. 2(a). The dielectric permittivity of materials in THz regime can be calculated using an
optical constants model proposed by Dorney [33] and Duvillaret [34] as:
n(ω) = (φ(ω)c)/ (ωd) + 1, (3)
α(ω) = 2κ(ω)ω/c = (2/d) ln[(4n(ω))
/
(A(ω)(n(ω) + 1)2)], (4)
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ε1 + iε2 = (n(ω) + iκ(ω))2. (5)
where d is the thickness of sample, n(ω) and κ(ω) are the real and imaginary part of refractive
index of sample. From the Fig. 2(b), it can be seen that real and imaginary part of dielectric
permittivity for both silicon wafers converges to high frequency value of around 11.67 and 0.09,
respectively. Moreover, it is obvious that the imaginary part of HR-Si is smaller than that of LR-Si,
which further demonstrates that HR-Si has lower loss. The good transmission performance and
high dielectric permittivity of HR-Si in THz regime, making them become a good material for
the fabrication of THz-ATR prism. Thus, HR-Si was utilized to make the prism with apex angle
β= 120°, internal incident angle θin= 45° as shown in Fig. 1(a). The inset of Fig. 2(b) shows the
penetration depth of the evanescent wave Lp created by HR-Si prism at prism-air interface, which





(np sin θin)2 − (nd)2
)
. (6)
where np = 3.416 is the refractive index of HR-Si prism, nd = 1 is the refractive index of air. As it
can be seen, the Lp falls with frequency increases, between 110 µm and 25µm in our operating
frequency (0.2 and 1 THz). We also plot the Lp of polyethylene (PE) prism (with np = 1.54,
β= 120°, and θin= 64°) [32] at prism-air interface. As comparison, the HR-Si prism has a shorter
Lp due to its larger refractive index. Since the typical length scale of coupling gap (between
prism and metasurface) is mainly determined by the compositive effect from the evanescent wave
at prism base and the SSPPs wave on the metasurface [31], high refractive index prism may be
used to form more confined resonant cavity to enhance light-matter interactions. Because the Lp
is much longer than that in visible light, so the coupling gap can be exactly controlled with a
high-precision translation stage.
Fig. 2. (a) Experimentally measured transmission spectra of silicon wafers with different
resistivity. The inset shows the time-domain waveforms from THz-TDS transmission
measurement of silicon wafers with different resistivity ρSi. (b) Real and imaginary part of
dielectric permittivity of silicon wafers (ε1 and ε2) with different resistivity. The inset shows
the penetration depth of the evanescent wave Lp created by the HR-Si (ρSi = 10k Ohm·cm)
prism and PE prism at prism-air interface, respectively.
In the limit ofwidthweff , p<< λ, the dispersion relation of the SSPPswave on the subwavelength
metasurfaces perforated with planar periodic rectangular grooves with weff , i.e., weff =wt =wb
can be derived by an effective medium approximation model as [35]:
kSSPPs = (εdk02 + ((weffεd)
/ (pεg))2kg2tan2(kgh))1/ 2, (7)
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where kg = k0
√
εg(1 + ls(i + 1)/weff)1/ 2 is the wavevector inside in the grooves, k0 = 2pif /c is the
vacuum wavevector; εg and εd denote the permittivity of the media inside in the grooves and the




)−1 denote the skin depth of gold,
where εm is the complex permittivity of gold. The solutions for weff =wb = 21µm (red, dash-dot)
and weff =wt = 31 µm (pink, dash) are plotted in Fig. 3. As it can be seen, both SSPPs dispersion
curves deviate from the vacuum light and intersect with the lines of the parallel wavevector:
k‖ = np(ω/c) sin θin = kSSPPs. (8)
(the frequency of the intersection, i.e., the resonance frequency of the SSPPs), which mean
that the momentum mismatch between the highly confined plasmon modes and the incident
radiation can be overcome via prism. More importantly, larger wavevector can be matched with
the high refractive index HR-Si prism. Furthermore, we can find that the dispersion relation
calculated by finite element method (FEM) with COMSOL software for our fabricated corrugated
metallic metasurface, between two theoretical dispersion relation curves. In particular, for smaller
wavevector k, it is closer to the case of weff = 31 µm while it approaches gradually to that of
weff = 21 µm with k increases. The reason is that the trapezoidal shape groove walls of the
fabricated metasurface resulting in a varying groove width with the depth of the grooves. The
electric field distributions for the unit cell of the trapezoidal grooves at different k, as shown in
the insets of Fig. 3. It is obvious that the electric field distribution of the trapezoidal groove
permeates gradually from the groove top to the groove inside with k increases when the SPR
happens, leading to the change of the electric field distribution. Moreover, the electric field of
the SSPPs mode with higher k are more confined to the metasurface. As is mentioned above, the
excitation of the more confined SSPPs mode using high refractive index HR-Si prism will further
promote the light-matter interaction.
Fig. 3. SSPPs dispersion curves for corrugated metallic metasurfaces in the Brillioun zone.
The blue solid line is the vacuum light, and the dotted and double dot-dash line are the
parallel wavevector k ‖ for PE and HR-Si prism, respectively. The dot-dash and dash curve
shows the effective medium approximation model calculation for rectangular shape grooves,
and green points indicate the FEM calculation with COMSOL software for trapezoidal shape
grooves. The insets show the electric field distributions for the unit cell of the trapezoidal
grooves at different wavevector k.
To explore the impact of the filling patterns of analyte in the resonant cavity on the SSPPs
modes, we plotted the SSPPs dispersion curves of the metasurface in two cases: water filled in
the grooves (P1), and water filled in the gap and grooves (P2, i.e., the whole resonant cavity). As
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seen from Fig. 4, the dispersion curve of the P2 behaves a sharp increase at the region close to
the parallel wavevector line of HR-Si prism, and has a lower cutoff frequency than that for the
P1. Hence, the shift of the theoretical resonance frequency for P2 has a steeper drop than that
for P1 (i.e., ∆f1<∆f2), which imply that analytes filled in the gap and grooves can offer a larger
sensitivity (defined as the change in resonance frequency per RIU) for THz sensing.
Fig. 4. SSPPs dispersion curves for two different filling patterns of water: filled in the
grooves, and filled in the gap and grooves. The scatter data are the experimental results.
Furthermore, we plotted the theoretical resonance frequencies against the refractive index
for two different filling patterns of analytes by solving Eqs. (7) and (8), as shown in Fig. 5. By
comparison, the theoretical resonance frequency curve of P2 is obviously lower than that of P1.
The absolute gradient of the resonance frequency curves (i.e., sensitivity Sn) were also calculated
to make it more intuitive, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5. We can clearly see that the sensitivity of
P2 varied from 0.31 THz/RIU to 0.85 THz/RIU when refractive index varied from 1 to 2.2, which
is significantly higher than that of P1. All these sensitivities are higher than those results reported
previously in Refs. [17]. For example, the maximum sensitivities of about 0.13 THz/RIU for
Fig. 5. Theoretical resonance frequency as a function of the refractive index for two different
filling patterns of materials. The inset shows the absolute gradient of the resonance frequency
curves, i.e., sensitivity Sn.
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the V-grooves metasurface and 0.06 THz/RIU for the rectangular grooves metasurface with the
direct excitation of SSPPs.
3. Results and discussion
Figure 6 plots the simulated reflectivity spectra by COMSOL software for the two different prisms
mentioned above. We can see clearly that the optimal resonance frequency (i.e., reflectivity R= 0)
shifts from 0.629 THz with g= 190 µm for PE prism to 0.741 THz with g= 45 µm for HR-Si
prism, which compare well with the previous theoretical analysis. From the electric field and the
time-average energy density distributions for the unit cell of the trapezoidal grooves (as shown in
the insets of Fig. 6), we can further see that high refractive index HR-Si prism is significant for
the excitation of the tightly confined SSPPs mode. It plays an active part in diminutive resonant
cavity formation, which should be very important in THz sensing. Thus, HR-Si prism is utilized
as an external surface plasmon coupler to excite the SSPPs.
Fig. 6. Simulated reflectivity spectra for two different prisms using COMSOL software.
The insets show the electric field and the time-average energy density distributions for the
unit cell of the trapezoidal grooves.
The THz time-domain spectroscopy with the HR-Si prism attenuated total reflection (TDS-
ATR) was utilized for the SSPPs excitation. Figure 7 shows the experimental time-domain
waveforms 7(a), reflected spectra 7(b), and reflectivity spectra 7(c) from the measurement
of free-space coupling between THz radiation and SSPPs at different gaps g. Note that the
experimental time-domain waveforms are shifted for visual clarity. The reference signals of the
time-domain waveforms are obtained when the coupling gap is large enough. Since the observed
ATR spectra are similar to that of the transmission type, the reflectivity can be calculated as:
R = |Esam(ω)/Eref(ω)|2. (9)
As it can be seen, the time-domain waveforms modulated by the subwavelength metasurface
under SPR condition, which show pronounced ringing that persists for more than 10 ps, and
their amplitude of the electric field are reduced slightly. For further observation of the responses
of terahertz signal to the changes of coupling gap, the detected time-domain waveforms were
converted to the frequency-domain spectra using FFT, as shown in Fig. 7(b). All reflected spectra
exhibit distinct dips for different coupling gaps. This is because THz radiation of the dip is
coupled into the SSPPs wave which propagates along the metasurface when the momentum
matching condition is satisfied. The optimal coupling takes place at the frequency of 0.695 THz
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for g= 45 µm. Its corresponding reflectivity spectrum (as shown in the Fig. 7(c)) presenting
a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 117 GHz, and a Q-factor (is quality factor for the
characterization of the properties of SSPPs resonance, a high Q-factor contributes to the high
resolution in spectral characterization, which defined as the ratio of the resonant frequency to the
FWHM, i.e., Q-factor = f /FWHM) of approximately 6, imparting to the proposed sensor the
capability of high-performance THz-SPR sensing for the refractive index detection. Remarkably,
the shift and expansion of the dip occurs at narrower gaps or where the SSPPs fields are more
intense due to the additional damping resulting from the presence of the prism [36]. The ability to
adjust the resonance frequency of SSPPs by properly controlling the coupling gap, which means
that such THz metasurface device with the Otto geometry might be a very flexible platform for
an enhanced detection of molecular THz absorption spectra. This is because the enhancement
of the electric field associated with the SPR (as shown in Fig. 6) would facilitate the reactions
between THz waves and molecules. From the Fig. 7(c), it can be further seen that the reflectivity
varies between 0 and 0.62 for g increases from 25 µm to 65 µm. Specifically, the reflectivity
reaches a minimum value of R= 0 when g= 45 µm, i.e., complete coupling between the incident
THz radiation and SSPPs wave occurs. So the coupling efficiency between the incident THz
wave and SSPPs wave also can be controlled via the coupling gap that cannot be acquired directly
by the common direct irradiation modes [13–18], such as the direct excitation of SSPPs modes
on grating structure.
Fig. 7. Experimental time-domain waveforms (a), reflected spectra (b), and reflectivity
spectra (c) from the measurement of free-space coupling between THz radiation and SSPPs
at different coupling gaps g. The experimental time-domain waveforms are shifted for visual
clarity.
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Figure 8 shows the experimental time-domain waveforms 8(a), reflected spectra 8(b), and
reflectivity spectra 8(c) for two different filling patterns of water (P1 and P2) at their optimum SPR
condition (i.e., R= 0). The experimental time-domain waveform is also shifted for visual clarity.
As it can be seen, both amplitudes of the time-domain waveforms reduced significantly after THz
radiation coming out of the HR-Si prism duo to the strong absorption of water in THz regime.
Nonetheless, there exist two sharp spectral features caused by SPR in the obtained reflected
spectra, as shown in Fig. 8(b). Specially, the resonance frequency shifts from 0.695 THz to 0.362
THz for water filled in the grooves (P1), but shifts from 0.695 THz to 0.286 THz for water filled
in the gap and grooves (P2), i.e., ∆f1 ′<∆f2 ′, which confirmed the theoretical analysis that analytes
filled in the whole resonant cavity can offer a larger sensitivity. Furthermore, the experimental
resonance frequencies agree with the theoretical ones reasonably well, as shown in Fig. 4. The
slight discrepancy may be caused by the presence of the coupling prism [36] and the fabrication
error. By contrast, the filling pattern P2 of material takes full advantage of the enhanced
SSPPs electromagnetic field on metasurface surface (as shown in Fig. 6), which maximizes
the interaction between light and analytes. Thus, it can support a higher sensitivity. From the
Fig. 8(c), it can be seen clearly that these two reflection dips shift and broaden prominently
compared with the reflectivity spectrum of air, which further confirm the ultrahigh sensitivity of
Fig. 8. Experimental time-domain waveforms (a), reflected spectra (b), and reflectivity
spectra (c) for two different filling patterns of water: filled in the grooves, and filled in the
gap and grooves at their optimum SPR condition. The experimental time-domain waveform
is shifted for visual clarity. Experimental reflectivity spectra (d) for two different filling
patterns of gasoline: filled in the grooves, and filled in the gap and grooves at their optimum
SPR condition.
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the SSPPs to the changes in the surrounding dielectric environment. Meanwhile, we also plotted
the experimental reflectivity spectra of gasoline (n= 1.41, a good spread of refractive index
value [21]) for the same filling patterns at their optimum SPR condition, as shown in Fig. 8(d).
These two reflection dips shift and broaden obviously as well compared with the reflectivity
spectrum of air. Specially, the resonance frequency shifts from 0.695 THz to 0.603 THz for
gasoline filled in the grooves (P1), but shifts from 0.695 THz to 0.527 THz for gasoline filled in
the gap and grooves (P2), which further prove the superiority of sensing with the filling pattern
P2. These experimental results also indicate that this HR-Si prism coupling configuration make
it possible for metasurfaces to realize the detection of polar liquids. Compared with conventional
direct irradiation methods of SSPPs excitation (such as the direct excitation of SSPPs modes on
corrugated metal films [17,18]), this TDS-ATR method is effective to shorten the interaction
length of the wave (as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b)). So the THz radiation attenuation can be
minimized when the analytes possess high loss, which is particularly important for THz sensing,
especially in biosensing near physiological conditions containing aqueous solutions.
In order to have further insight into the sensitivity for a fixed analyte volume, the variation of
simulated resonance frequency versus refractive index of analyte (na = 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2)
for different analyte quantity (normalized to the volume of groove) and their corresponding linear
fitting curves are plotted in Fig. 9(a). The simulated results showed that the resonance frequency
has a good linear relation with na, which decreases gradually as na increases. In particular, the
absolute slope of the linear fitting curves (i.e., sensitivity, defined as the change in resonance
frequency per RIU) increases gradually as the analyte quantity increases, indicating the increase
in analyte quantity will increase the sensitivity. From the Fig. 9(b), it can be further seen that
the sensitivity monotonically increases as the analyte quantity increases. Because the enhanced
SSPPs electromagnetic field is concentrated mainly at the groove top (as shown in the inset of
Fig. 6), so the interaction between analyte and SSPPs wave can be increased as analyte quantity
increases. As a result, a higher sensitivity can be obtained.
Fig. 9. (a) The variation of simulated resonance frequency versus refractive index of analyte
for different analyte quantity (normalized to the volume of groove) and their corresponding
linear fitting curves. (b) The variation of sensitivity versus analyte quantity. The insets show
the 2D unit cell of the variation of analyte quantity.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated the excitation of the tightly confined SSPPs in
THz regime with corrugated metallic metasurface through the HR-Si prism based Otto geometry.
In contrast to low refractive index prism, HR-Si prism has shorter the penetration depth of the
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evanescent wave, and can achieve larger momentum matching between SSPPs and the evanescent
wave. Based on these fantastic properties, HR-Si prism can be utilized as an external coupler to
excite more tightly confined SSPPs. Furthermore, the detailed analysis of the dispersion curves
reveals that the filling patterns of analyte in the resonant cavity have important effect on the
SSPPs resonance mode. Particularly, the interaction between analyte and SSPPs wave can be
maximized when the analyte filled with the whole resonant cavity. As a result, an improved
sensitivity for THz sensing can be obtained. Apart from THz-SPR sensor, this device might be a
very flexible platform for an enhanced detection of molecular THz absorption spectra, which are
attributed to the adjustability of the SSPPs by properly controlling the coupling gap. Finally, it is
worth noting that the THz radiation attenuation of the existing direct irradiation methods can
be alleviated effectively via the HR-Si prism coupling configuration. Compared with the direct
excitation of SSPPs modes on grating structure, a higher sensitivity and a complete coupling
between the incident THz radiation and SSPPs wave can be achieved by this TDS-ATR method.
Although the property of strong absorption in water also leads to an attenuation of the reflected
THz radiation, sharp spectral features of water caused by SPR in the obtained reflected spectra,
which enables the detection of polar liquids. The THz-SPR technique in combination with ATR
method might greatly help the applications of metamaterials in THz-SPR sensing, especially in
biosensing near physiological conditions containing aqueous solutions.
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